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2022 NFL Draft Scouting Report: QB Carson Strong, 

Nevada 

*Our QB grades can and will change as more information comes in from Pro Day workouts, leaked Wonderlic test 

results, etc. We will update ratings as new info becomes available. 

 

I’ll just cut to the chase: as a scout, I can’t endorse Carson Strong… not for an NFL team, not for your 

Dynasty team build/draft plans. 

I have two reasons to be ‘out’ on Strong, and one or the other (or both) will ‘get him’ at the next level. 

There’s no way he’s going to be a 1st-round pick. In fact, I don’t believe he’ll be an NFL Draft pick at all. 

The two problems: 

1) He has a bad knee issue that is going to scare everyone in the NFL off him, and it should (we’ll get to 

in a moment). But, as important… 

2) He’s just not that great a QB prospect. 

Let me make the case against Strong’s talent for the NFL first, then the knee thing will just be (bad) icing 

on the cake. 

It’s not that Strong is a ‘bad’ QB prospect, he’s just nothing all that special. He has some appealing 

numbers from his college career (74 TDs/19 INTs, 68.1% career Comp. Pct.), but note that his numbers 

are mostly pushed by playing in an Air Raid offense as he tends to run it up on hapless Mountain West 

Conference foes and struggles/is more average playing the better teams in the conference or facing 

major conference opponents. 

And I do mean a serious Air Raid offense…Hal Mumme’s (famous all-pass Air Raid founding father) son is 

the O-C for Nevada…that’s the offense that they run. The system takes good college QBs and 

turbocharges their outputs. 

As a pure QB talent, Strong has got an OK size (6’2-3”/215), but he’s a bit thin (for a top QB prospect) in 

appearance. He’s got an OK enough arm, but not a cannon…he’s more known for his precision and 

placement. He needs time in the pocket and time to wind up and throw it…he’s got a noticeable hitch to 

his throws – between his longer wind up/hitch and his slower/average arm speed…NFL defenders will 

prey on him on his longer air-time on throws. 

In general, Strong looks like he knows what he is doing…he’s well-schooled. A really nice college QB, but 

not optimal for the NFL. If an NFL team was willing to work with his average body and arm, but solid 

instincts…then they have to deal with the huge problem of his feet. He is maybe the slowest QB on the 

move I’ve ever seen. I know sacks are rushes in CFB, but he has 139 rushing attempts over three seasons 
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for -305 yards rushing. It’s not the rushing stats that tell the story (although they support it), it’s what 

you can see watching him move on tape…he looks like a hundred-year-old man with cement shoes on 

trying to move through a molasses swamp. 

One of the reasons he’s so slow is the big, bulky knee brace he wears from his degenerative knee issue 

(at least he wore it in 2021, due to 2020 surgery…whether he does again in 2022+, who knows). He runs 

very stiff regardless. And the additional problem is he throws stiff as well…meaning when he goes to 

plant and throw off his bad knee/leg, he looks like he’s playing one-legged…like he can’t put a ton of 

plant pressure on his knee to really step in and fire passes. It’s so off-putting that I cannot-not see it 

every time he throws. He throws as if his entire right leg is in a cast of cement on most of his throws. 

And with that, he cannot generate the arm speed needed for the next level if there’s any muddiness in 

the pocket, and even in clean pockets it can be an issue. He gets by with it in college, but he won’t in the 

pros. 

The knee issue also manifests itself when any pocket pressure comes because he can’t dart/shuffle/slide 

gracefully away and throw like most QBs can…because his leg/knee is so braced/stiff. 

I’m not going to play full-on doctor, so I’ll just share comments from a Nevada SportsNet article about 

Strong’s knee issues (written in Dec. 2021)… 

Strong underwent right knee surgery in February and had the same knee scoped in August. The knee 

injury dates to his high school career after he felt discomfort and clicking in that knee while playing in an 

AAU basketball tournament in Reno. The Vacaville, Calif., native had eight biodegradable nails inserted 

into his knee, which caused him to miss his senior season. He felt discomfort during the 2020 season, 

which led to the second surgery last winter that included a piece of his hip bone being inserted into his 

knee. That came with a 6- to 12-month recovery window, and Strong was cleared by his doctor at the 6-

month mark after it was deemed his knee was structurally fit, although he dealt with inflammation in the 

knee throughout the season. 

"My surgery was in February, and it's supposed to be a year-long recovery," Strong said. "The thing with 

my surgery is that it has to do with some bone, and bone just takes kind of a long time to heal. And so 

just coming back soon, I was dealing with some inflammation problems. After games, I'd get swollen and 

sore, and so I was just dealing with that. (Nevada athletic trainer) Spencer (Hiett) did a great job getting 

me ready each week. I wouldn't be able to play without that guy, so shoutout Spencer. Thank you for all 

your work. But I'm looking forward to getting back fully healthy. I'm confident that my knee is 

structurally good. I just need some time to heal." 

Strong's visit with the Rams' team doctor will provide more information on the next steps for his 

recovery, which will impact his decision on whether he'll play in a to-be-determined bowl game, which 

will be announced Sunday. The Wolf Pack will not play in the LA Bowl against a Pac-12 opponent, the 

location for the Mountain West champion. More likely, he would play against a Group of 5 program 
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where raising his stock wouldn't be as attainable. Skipping a bowl game, which many top prospects have 

done in recent years, could keep him from damaging that right knee. 

"I'm going to be flying down to L.A. this week and I'm seeing a doctor on Thursday and kind of figure out 

exactly what's going on and the best plan moving forward," Strong said. 

Later in the article, discussing a play from the week’s prior game… 

"On that play before the half, I really just broke through some scar tissue as I went down," Strong said. "I 

just felt a little bit of a pop, and it kind of freaked me out a little bit. But obviously I was good. I came 

back in the game and I felt great. I didn't wear my knee brace. I've been feeling better and better each 

week and I kind of wanted to take it off and just play free. I'm all good and everything's all good." 

Strong said breaking through that scar tissue has improved the flexion in his knee. In addition to his 

physical skills and football IQ, Strong has proven his toughness this season after taking a pounding in a 

number of games but never missing a series outside of garbage time in big wins. 

  

From a different set of article clips where the source was not given… 

Due to a knee injury, Carson Strong didn’t play the senior year of his high school. As he felt uneasiness 

during the matches, an MRI was done. Moreover, the scan revealed that he had osteochondritis 

dissecans lesion, a condition in which the bone beneath the joint’s cartilage dies due to a lack of blood 

flow. 

To treat the crack in his lateral femoral condyle bone, eight biodegradable nails had to be used. He again 

underwent surgery to clean up cartilage. Similarly, an arthroscopy was also scheduled before the 

beginning of the fall camp in August. 

 After Carson’s knees bled after the first fall camp practice session, he had it to have it drained a few 

times. As he formerly underwent surgery, he surely felt some uneasiness. Similarly, coach Hay Norvell has 

stated, “His knee is fine. He had surgery and structurally it’s all fine.” 

(from Jim Nagy of the Senior Bowl) Plenty speculation on here about status of Nevada QB Carson 

Strong’s knee. He had surgery Feb. 21 and rushed back to play this fall despite normal 10-month recovery 

time. Recently saw an NFL team doc who told him there was zero cause for long-term concern after clean 

MRI. 

I’m no doctor, but there are a lot of scary words being thrown around here on Strong’s knee. It’s not just 

‘had an ACL, it was bad, had surgery, is rehabbing’. Players overcome that, but what Strong is dealing 

with – it’s not good. It doesn’t ‘sound’ good. 

We will see a ton of articles and quotes in the media on how Strong’s knee is ‘fine enough’. If you’re him 

or his agent or a fan – you want to change the narrative/hype up how healthy he is and how overblown 
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the injury talk is. Media people will want to help the kid not get screwed by his knee…but he’s gonna get 

screwed in the draft by his knee. 

It’s not like Strong is some generational talent, he’s just an OK college QB in a very ‘producing’ passing 

game working a mid-major schedule and is probably a forgettable 4th-6th-round prospect without the 

knee issue. But when people see how slow he moves and learn all about the history of his knee…the 

knee may be fine enough this moment, but NFL teams are looking at the long term…and the long-term 

outlook has to be unknown/scary. 

It’s my job to say these things, like a Simon Cowell of NFL scouting: Strong is just not that good to even 

try to consider looking past his knee history and future. That’s the bottom line here. Sad but true. 

 

 

Carson Strong, Through the Lens of Our QB Scouting Algorithm: 
 

2020 and 2021 MWC Offensive Player of the Year. 

14 TDs/1 INT in three 2021 games vs. Idaho State (FCS, New Mexico State (2-10) and Colorado State (3-

9). 

3 TDs/2 INTs in two 2021 games vs. out of conference Cal and Kansas State. 

#3 in then NCAA in pass attempts in 2021 season (12 games)…again, ‘Air Raid’.  

 

2021 NFL Combine/Pro Day projected measurables… 

*And I would bet he won’t attend the NFL Combine…to avoid the medical check. But he might play in the 

Senior Bowl to improve his draft stock in a pretty non-contact environment.   

6’2”+/210-215, 9.5” hands 

Now way he’ll ever be clocked running a 40-time or three-cone, or his agent should be fired, but it 

would have to be a 5.0+ 40-time and 7.5+ three-cone. 
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The Historical QB Prospects to Whom Carson Strong Most Compares Within Our System: 

 

Strong comps with other smaller, slow-footed, West Coast/Air Raid type QBs who amassed some OK 

numbers but typically doing so through volume and a lot of short, quick passes.  

 

  

 

*’LJax rating’ – new for 2022, as we re-do our grading systems to better identify/reward the spread 

offense QB prospects…looking for the runner-passer talents. 

**“Adj” = A view of adjusted college output in our system…adjusted for strength of opponent. 

***A score of 8.5+ is where we see a stronger correlation of QBs going on to become NFL good-to-

great. A scouting score of 9.5+ is rarefied air—higher potential for becoming great-to-elite.  

QBs scoring 6.0–8.0 are finding more success in the new passing era of the NFL (2014–on). Depending 

upon the system and surrounding weapons, a 6.0–8.0 rated QB can do fine in today’s NFL—with the 

right circumstances…but they are not ‘the next Tom Brady’ guys, just NFL-useful guys.  

 

 

2022 NFL Draft Outlook: 

I see Strong mostly rated as the #5 QB prospect in the draft in early January…a day two type prospect. I 

don’t think it’s going to hold up. I mean, the media might keep him as a top 10 QB out of their typical 

laziness and ignorance, but when we get down to the real draft rooms…Strong is going to be medically 

dinged to Day 3 or ‘undraftable’ for many.  

NFL teams will not want to take on the medical costs if they draft him and his knee explodes in practice 

or in a preseason game, etc.  

QB-
Grade 

LJax 
Rating 

Last First Yr College H W Adj 
Comp 
Pct 

Adj 
Yds per 
Comp 

Adj 
Pass 

per TD 

Adj 
Pass 

Per INT 

5.302 0.01 Strong Carson 2022 Nevada 75.0 215 70.5% 10.6 22.2 62.9 

5.221 2.10 Kessler Cody 2016 USC 73.1 224 67.8% 11.1 19.3 67.9 

4.011  Perez  Luis 2018 Texas A&M Comm. 74.1 224 70.0% 10.8 18.5 36.1 

6.175  Aplin  Ryan 2013 Arkansas St 72.2 205 71.1% 11.5 21.4 90.0 
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If I were an NFL GM, he’s an ‘undraftable’ designation for me. Even if his knee improves, holds up, I still 

wouldn’t care that I ‘missed it’ on him because I ‘guessed’ wrong/was scared by the medical 

talk…because there’s a bunch of QBs with his level of ‘OK’ talent to take shots on, and most of them 

don’t have any medical flags. You’ve heard of a ‘can’t miss’ prospect…Strong is a ‘can miss’ or ‘must 

miss’ prospect. 

 

 

NFL Outlook:    

Late draft pick or goes undrafted, and then gets a shot in camp and never catches on with any 

team…and then he might wind up in the USFL, if they are willing to take on the medical risks/costs.  
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